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Analysis for August 2012 Outlook 

Summary  

When the institutional investors are uncertain, it’s best to step back and try to simplify: Is there more 

potential upside than potential downside? 

Most analysts think the S&P reflects average value between 1410 and 1450.  ACI believes fair value is 

the 1330-1375 area, with real long term value at 1200-1240.  Even the aggressive analysts do not see a 

move much above 1500 before the end of the year.   

1500 represents a gain of approximately 7% upside from here.  

Where is the potential downside?  Analysts can quibble, but it’s unlikely the S&P will drop much 

below 1100 unless we have a repeat of 2008 where the entire system locks up.  In industry terms, a 

substantial move below 1100 would be labeled as a Black Swan event, meaning it’s exceedingly 

unlikely, but possible.   

In July, the ECB once again completely reversed past policy statements by suggesting they would or 

could buy sovereign bonds directly without violating their central mandate.  This was the opposite of 

the position the ECB has maintained since the beginning of the European debt crisis more than 2 

years ago.   This occurred as markets were (and may still be) setting up for a technical break to the 

downside with a likely termination in the 1175 – 1225 area.   

At this point, it looks like the ECB’s about face in policy may have delayed the downside break and 

perhaps even reversed it for a time.  Again.   

Many of ACI’s past evaluations of the risk present in the markets have been a result of taking policy 

makers in both central banks and governments at their word when they say things like ‘under no 

circumstances will the ECB be the lender of last resort,’ and ‘Greece must honor the existing 

agreements or no further monies will be disbursed under any circumstances.’  It’s beginning to look 

like there is, in fact, no line in the sand that European politicians and central bank directors will not 

cross.  As Churchill once quipped about the United States “You can always count on the Americans to 

do the right thing once they’ve tried everything else.”   

George Freidman, in his recent article Financial Markets, Politics and the New Reality, observed that 

it may be better to think about Europe by asking what they can’t do versus what they won’t do.   



The typical question in a market like this, as asked above, would be rather or not potential upside 

reward is at least on par with potential downside risk.  But the same question was relevant in 

December 2011, before the market kicked off a 13% run to the upside as a result of a previous ECB 

policy reversal.  Political action against market forces has reached the point where some of the largest 

hedge funds in the world have begun returning client monies as a result of the impossibility of 

predicting what will happen next in Europe (Moore Capital Management, Soros, etc).   

Absent central bank action, it’s clear that market forces would price the S&P significantly below 1400.  

It’s equally clear that central banks and politicians are determined to hold off market forces at nearly 

any cost.  This is the classic immovable object versus irresistible force question.  In the long term, the 

immovable object will move.  Oceans wear out mountains.  Market forces are measurably greater than 

the power of any government or governments, however determined, over time.   

Regardless, the political interference makes the shorter term difficult to assess.   

Central banks have acted in the markets repeatedly since 2008.  The three questions being asked by 

every investment professional from Pimco to JP Morgan to Nomura are;  

1) Will the Europeans do the right thing, which the market seems to believe is a European FDIC and a 

mutually supported bond class via a unified fiscal authority, before they run out of time?  

2) Will the next edition of US stimulus will have the desired outcome or will it will be the stimulus 

that broke the markets back by overburdening slowing economies with insurmountable debt?   

3)  Will the highly partisan US legislature be able to find common ground and address the ballooning 

debt before spending cuts kick in and hammer the US into immediate recession? 

So before we try to make a judgment about risk versus reward in the market, it may be important to 

step back and frame the question as Mr. Friedman did.   

What can’t Europe do?    

Europe cannot lose Italy.  Italy has to be defended whatever the cost, because if Italy goes, France 

goes. If France goes, the European Union goes.  The prime purpose of the Union was to put an end to 

war on the continent and create an internal export market for major producers on the Continent.  War 

is infinitely more ruinous than simple bankruptcy, and a return to a divided Europe closes off 

essential export markets to the core.   The powers in Europe know that.    

The concern is that there may be a chain of causality between Greece and France.  If Greece exits, it 

implies that other struggling peripherals may also exit, including Spain.  Spain in and of itself is not 

overly important except what it implies for Italy.  European leaders are trying to wage a war of 

attrition against market forces, but if Spain follows Greece, the final battle for Europe’s economic 

future will be fought over Italy.  They cannot allow contagion to spread to France.  In the interim, 

expect the ECB and Germany to posture and reverse past policies as market forces win skirmishes, 

perhaps including Greece.  Greece can leave if necessary, and maybe even Spain, but the contagion 

stops in Italy whatever the cost.  This will likely take another year or three to completely play out, 

assuring a start and stop stream of politically induced headline volatility.    



A move to 1100 would be -21.5% from today’s value of 1400.  Even when the market moved down to 

1266 in June, the potential to fall another 14% was present, even probable.  From a technical 

standpoint, it still is. 

The question is whether to move from cash back into the market at current price levels and hope to 

participate in 7% or so upside versus a potential 21% downside if institutional uncertainty turns into a 

negative certitude.  Uncertainty could coalesce into certitude in days or even hours.  

The answer to that question lies in a whether institutional investors think that central bank 

participation in the markets will once again result in a substantial move up.  Absent central bank 

action, it’s clear that market forces would price the S&P significantly below 1400.  It’s equally clear 

that central banks are determined to hold off market forces at nearly any cost.  This is the classic 

immovable object versus irresistible force question.  In the long term, the immovable object will 

move.  Oceans wear out mountains.  Market forces are measurably greater than the power of any 

government or governments, however determined, over time.   

The short term is more difficult to assess.   

 ACI’s base scenario is one in which we have persistent volatility for the next 6 to 18 months, perhaps 

longer as central banks and entrenched politicians battle market forces.  That will bring opportunities.  

It will bring challenges.  In short, we’ll probably see more swings in both directions and by the end of 

the year we’ll probably still be sitting somewhere in that 1175 – 1475 range.    

Given that base expectation, entering the markets near the low end of the projected range is likely to 

provide the best opportunities for asset appreciation even in the face of ongoing global uncertainties. 

Until the opportunity to purchase assets at levels significantly discounted to average historical price 

ranges appears, or the emergence of a fundamentally or technically sound new bull market, ACI is 

choosing to focus on asset preservation and careful management of the money that is at risk in the 

markets.  ACI believes we’ll get either multiple opportunities to purchase sectors at compelling value 

or a technically sound new bull market, the only question is when. Either is a cause for full 

investment.      

This is not the time to be a hero, as much as we’d like to be.  When the elephants are unsettled and 

uncertain, you want to pick the times you walk among them carefully.    

Factors of Analysis.  

Fundamental Analysis 

Bearish Factors; 

1. Corporate earnings growth in the United States has been shrinking, with analysts revising 

guidance lower repeatedly, even within in a single quarter.  Despite, earnings estimates for the 

4th quarter remain elevated, with consensus in the area of 13% earnings growth for the quarter 

and most companies barely managing to meet or beat the lower estimates.   

2. Many companies are beginning to reduce hiring and capital expenditures in the face of the 

uncertainty surrounding the election and the even more significant ‘fiscal’ cliff.  This could 

have an additional knock down effect on earnings and will do little to improve the job market.       



3. Europe is in a very difficult situation.  A common currency without common fiscal policy or 

decision capability is tough to manage.   Europe’s problems will wax and wane until there are 

absolutely no choices left but to unify fiscal decision making and enforcement.  They will 

probably try everything else they can before that happens.  It could take years to resolve.  

4. The United States is facing an election with deep partisan divides.  These divides reinforce 

market uncertainty.   

5. Chinese data are showing a pronounced reduction in growth.  Chinese official data may or may 

not be accurate. Anecdotal evidence suggests that China has built significant overcapacity. 

Given that Europe is China’s largest trading partner, if anecdotal evidence is accurate, China’s 

growth recession could aggressively worsen. 

6. The Iranian situation is not improving.  In the event of open conflict, we could lose the lower 

price of oil we’ve been enjoying for the last few months and see a spike into the $120 per barrel 

range, resulting in a direct hit to the economy.      

7. Drought. Some types of food have already seen prices double.  Higher food costs draw capital 

from other sectors that are more conducive to job creation.   

8. US deficit spending is not creating jobs in the American economy.  On a net basis, every dollar 

the US government spends on stimulus, plus some, flees the country in the form of trade deficit 

as a result of unrestrictive free trade policies. 

9. New regulations have not addressed the structural problems with the financial system; they 

have simply made it more expensive to do business.   

10. Current policies are not overly friendly to American business. Decisions have been made in the 

last few years to significantly reduce the competitiveness of America as a business locale and 

the ability of American companies to compete domestically and abroad.  The labor 

participation rate is reflective of these policies as is the level of new domestic and foreign 

investment in the United States.  

11. Failure for the ECB and Europe to follow through and support July’s reversal in rhetoric is 

likely to result in the markets punishing renewed uncertainty with a broader sell off than we’ve 

seen so far this year.  

Fundamental Bullish Factors; 

1.  The cost of energy in the form of oil has fallen significantly, easing strains on the consumer 

and petroleum dependent industries, freeing up capital for use in other sectors of the economy.  

Changes in technology will ultimately bring down the cost of energy, provided an 

administration and legislature friendly to development of domestic energy resources.   The US 

has the production capability to make us energy independent for all practical purposes. What 

we lack is political will.   

2. US corporations are still generally managing to grow earnings through increases in 

productivity, labor cost reductions, and product development albeit at lower rates than we’ve 

seen recently.  

3. US corporations are sitting on a mountain of cash.  At some point, that cash will be put to work 

either expanding business, creating new business units, on acquisitions, or paid out to 

shareholders all of which are supportive of higher equity prices. 

4. The Treasury bubble is immense.  When Treasury prices revert to the mean average, all that 

cash will seek yield.  Even assuming we return to an average rate of take up in treasuries, that is 

enough to capital to nearly double the S&P. 



5. Hedge fund performance has been poor since early 2011 as many managers stay out of the 

markets or maintain large cash positions.  Given the lag in performance of historically high 

performing top managers over the last 18 months, any technically sound move into bull market 

territory will force them to put client money into the markets or risk losing clients, whatever 

their opinion of present risks.   

6. Dissatisfaction with current economic conditions could position US voters to support a 

changeover in the legislature and the administration in the upcoming election.  A commerce  

friendly majority legislature and administration may reverse the business climate in the US, 

bring greater net new domestic and foreign investment, clear regulatory impediments to the 

development of domestic energy, increase the labor participation, and create overall greater 

policy certainty domestically all of which are favorable for higher equity prices.    

7. Exceedingly accommodative interest rate policies support risk assets and will for the 

intermediate term.  

8. Inflation is still well within levels viewed as tolerable by the Fed and they have room for more 

stimulative action within their directive.  

 

Technical Analysis 

Technical Bearish Factors: 

1) The leading sectors in the last rallies have been defensive in nature.  

2) The commodity index is not (as yet) participating in the rally and appears to be in a downtrend 

in US Dollar terms.  Commodity tops typically signal a turn in the business cycle to a 

consolidation or recessionary phase.  This is problematic given the recent strength in the US 

dollar as a result of European fears.   

3) Sectors typically associated with new expansion cycles are underperforming. This includes 

Small Caps, Industrials, to a lesser extent Technology which is being helped by Apple’s 

incredible performance, and Commodities.  Oil and copper in particular appear to be on the 

verge of a secular downtrend.  Oil’s current technical state may reflect either expectation of 

recession or the expectation of increased production globally as a result of new technology 

being applied in the United States and Canada.   

4) With few exceptions, days where big price moves up have occurred in sectors or indexes have 

occurred on a lower volume. Conversely, days with big down moves in price have usually, but 

not always, been accompanied by higher volume than up days. This indicates big institutional 

players unloading shares.  

5) Mega Cap stocks are outperforming the broad markets.  This is typical of defensive positioning 

by institutions. 

6) Market leading stocks are failing to follow through significantly on breakouts during this rally 

(as yet). This is typically indicative of a diffident rally and uncertainty among big institutions.  

7) Second class stocks have begun to lead rallies rather than great companies.  

8) The recent spike in the VIX (volatility indicator) did not reach levels that indicate a solid 

bottom and the VIX has fallen back into a level normally associated with complacency and 

potential downdrafts in the market. 

9) In general, much of the current rally has occurred without the widespread participation to be 

expected in a technically strong rally up. 



Bullish Technical Factors 

1) The sell side indicator, a measure of the bullishness of institutional investors, has 

approached intermediate term lows. This is a contrarian bullish indicator.  

2) The market has managed to crawl upward and sustain the rally for 5 weeks despite 

economic headwinds, bad news out of the EU, uncertain outcomes in the upcoming US 

election and the pending fiscal cliff.  This demonstrates the power of central bank and 

political policy in the markets. Even the suggestion of a policy change is enough to arrest an 

impending down move and force markets up, albeit in a zigzag manner.   

3) Certain sectors were resistant to a down move even during the correction.  This suggests 

resilience in buyers among those sectors.  

4) The indices and many sectors are nearing points where an upside breakout could occur.  If 

volume follows through should the breakouts occur, the markets have room to have a little 

run, perhaps 7% – 10%.   

Conclusion   

Downside risks remain present and are quite probably worse than they’ve been in some time. 

However, the political will to hold market forces at bay is immense.  There are also bullish factors at 

work in the economy and the markets.  Politicians and central bankers are striving to hold a finger in 

the dyke until the tide turns.  

In the meantime, the expectation of cycling volatility will give opportunities to move from investment 

to cash to investment.  Holding a cash reserve to put to work during periods of price/earnings 

compression will help cushion against institutional bearishness overtaking client portfolios if 

politicians and central banks again find themselves playing catch up to market events rather than 

leading them.    
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